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Hidden
Will You Love Me? tells the true story of Cathy's adopted daughter Lucy, who was born to a single mother who couldn't
cope, and was taken into permanent foster care aged 8. By the time Lucy was fostered with Cathy she was severely
distressed, withdrawn, refusing to eat and three years behind at school. But Cathy and her two children bond with Lucy
quickly, and finally show her the loving home she never believed existed. Cathy has been a foster carer for over 25 years,
during which time she has looked after more than 100 children, of all ages and backgrounds.

Will You Love Me?
Cathy Glass, the no.1 bestselling author of Damaged, tells the story of the Alice, a young and vulnerable girl who is
desperate to return home to her mother.

The Girl in the Mirror
A chilling, classically-inspired ghost story from Susan Hill, our reigning mistress of spine-tingling fiction. For the last twenty
years Sir James Monmouth has journeyed all over the globe in the footsteps of his hero, the great pioneering traveler
Conrad Vane. In an effort to learn more about Vane’s early life—and his own—Sir James sets off for the remote Kittiscar Hall
on a cold and rainy winter night. But he soon begins to feel as though something is warning him away at every turn; there
are the intense feelings of being watched and the strange apparitions of a sad little boy. And as he learns more about his
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hero’s past, he discovers that they are only the beginning, for Kittiscar Hall is hiding terrible secret that will bind their lives
together in ways he could never have imagined.

The Mist in the Mirror
The Girl in the Mirror is a moving and gripping story of a young woman who tries to piece together her past and uncovers a
dreadful family secret that has been buried and forgotten.

Girl in the Rearview Mirror
A Richard and Judy Book club selection. In the summer of 1990, Cathy's brother Matty was knocked down by a car on the
way home from a night out. It was two weeks before his GCSE results, which turned out to be the best in his school. Sitting
by his unconscious body in hospital, holding his hand and watching his heartbeat on the monitors, Cathy and her parents
willed him to survive. They did not know then that there are many and various fates worse than death. This is the story of
what happened to Cathy and her brother, and the unimaginable decision that she and her parents had to make eight years
after the night that changed everything. It's a story for anyone who has ever watched someone suffer or lost someone they
loved or lived through a painful time that left them forever changed. Told with boundless warmth and affection, The Last
Act of Love by Cathy Rentzenbrink is a heartbreaking yet uplifting testament to a family's survival and the price we pay for
love.

Split
A gorgeous new Cecelia mini-book which contains two powerful and unforgettable short stories.

Cut: The true story of an abandoned, abused little girl who was desperate to be part of a
family
Million-copy bestselling author Cathy Glass tells the story of Dawn, a sweet and seemingly well-balanced girl whose outward
appearance masks a traumatic childhood of suffering at the hands of the very people who should have cared for her.

A Terrible Secret
Drawing on years of experience, and thousands of readers comments and reviews of her writing, internationally bestselling
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author Cathy Glass provides a clear and concise, practical guide on writing and the best ways to get published.

Hidden: Betrayed, Exploited and Forgotten. How One Boy Overcame the Odds.
What could cause a mother to believe that giving away her newborn baby is her only option? Cathy Glass is about to find
out. From author of Sunday Times and New York Times bestseller Damaged comes a harrowing and moving memoir about
tiny Harrison, left in Cathy’s care, and the potentially fatal family secret of his beginnings.

I Miss Mummy: The true story of a frightened young girl who is desperate to go home
Yusef Komunyakaa calls Split "a brave, delicate, and terrifying account of what we do to each other."

The Girl He'd Overlooked
Tilly, aged 14, is very angry with her parents. Unable to cope with their fighting any longer and fearing for her own safety,
she puts herself into care. She arrives at experienced foster carer Cathy's home with a cut on her face after getting in the
way of another fight. Tilly hates her step-father, Dave. He abuses her mother but she refuses to leave him. Cathy becomes
increasingly concerned by Dave's behaviour especially when she learns he's been showering Tilly with money and gifts.
Cathy suspects there is something else going on. As well as looking after Tilly and keeping her safe Cathy is worried about
her own daughter, Lucy. She has a very difficult decision to make and Cathy hopes she makes the right decision as it will
affect the rest of her life. One day Tilly receives a disturbing text message and the truth finally unravels. It's far more
sinister anyone ever imagined

GIRL IN THE MIRROR
The heartbreaking true story of a young, troubled mother who needed help. The sixteenth fostering memoir by Cathy Glass.
It is the first time Laura has been out since the birth of her baby when Cathy sees her in the school playground. A joyful
occasion but Cathy has the feeling something is wrong. By the time she discovers what it is, it is too late. This is the true
story of Laura whose life touches Cathy's in a way she could never have foreseen. It is also the true stories of little Darrel,
Samson and Hayley who she fosters when their parents need help. Some stories can have a happy ending and others
cannot, but as a foster carer Cathy can only do her best.

The Girl Nobody Wants
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A "coming-of-age memoir by a young woman who spent thirteen years as Jackie Kennedy's personal assistant and
occasional nanny--and the lessons about life and love she learned from the glamorous [former] first lady"--Amazon.com.

Flowers In The Attic
Antonya Nelson is known for her razor-sharp depictions of contemporary family life in all of its sometimes sad, sometimes
hilarious complexity. Her latest novel has roots in her own youth in Wichita, in the neighborhood stalked by the serial killer
known as BTK (Bind, Torture, and Kill). A story of wayward love and lost memory, of public and private lives twisting out of
control, Bound is Nelson's most accomplished and emotionally riveting work. Catherine and Oliver, young wife and older
entrepreneurial husband, are negotiating their difference in age and a plethora of well-concealed secrets. Oliver, now in his
sixties, is a serial adulterer and has just fallen giddily in love yet again. Catherine, seemingly placid and content, has ghosts
of a past she scarcely remembers. When Catherine's long-forgotten high school friend dies and leaves Catherine the
guardian of her teenage daughter, that past comes rushing back. As Oliver manages his new love, and Catherine her new
charge and darker past, local news reports turn up the volume on a serial killer who has reappeared after years of quiet. In
a time of hauntings and new revelations, Nelson's characters grapple with their public and private obligations, continually
choosing between the suppression or indulgence of wild desires. Which way they turn, and what balance they find, may
only be determined by those who love them most.

About Writing and How to Publish
Bad girls are getting a lot of good press these days. And the definition of

Happy Adults
The true story of 2 year-old Anna, abandoned by her natural parents, left alone in a neglected orphanage. Elaine and Ian
had travelled half way round the world to adopt little Anna. She couldn't have been more wanted, loved and cherished. So
why was she now in foster care and living with me? It didn't make sense. Until I learned what had happened. Dressed only
in nappies and ragged T-shirts the children were incarcerated in their cots. Their large eyes stared out blankly from
emaciated faces. Some were obviously disabled, others not, but all were badly undernourished. Flies circled around the
broken ceiling fans and buzzed against the grids covering the windows. The only toys were a few balls and a handful of
building bricks, but no child played with them. The silence was deafening and unnatural. Not one of the thirty or so infants
cried, let alone spoke.
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Please Don’t Take My Baby
An Entertainment Weekly hottest read of the summer • A USA Today hottest read of the week • A Refinery29 best thriller of
June • A New York Post best book of the week “With hairpin twists and immense psychological acuity, Kelsey Rae Dimberg’s
Girl in the Rearview Mirror is as seductive as the glamorous, privileged family at its center—and as cunning. An exciting,
intoxicating debut, it will hold you until its startling final pages.” — Megan Abbott, bestselling author of Dare Me and Give
Me Your Hand I never meant to lie. That is, I never wanted to. They are Phoenix’s First Family: handsome Philip Martin, son
of the sitting Senator, an ex-football player who carries himself with an easy grace and appears destined to step into his
father’s seat when the time is right; his wife Marina, the stylish and elegant director of Phoenix’s fine arts museum; and
their four-year-old daughter Amabel, beautiful and precocious and beloved. Finn Hunt is working a dull office job to pay off
her college debt when she meets Philip and charms Amabel. She eagerly agrees to nanny, thinking she’s lucked into the job
of a lifetime. Though the glamour of the Martins’ lifestyle undeniably dazzles Finn, her real pleasure comes from being part
of the family: sharing quick jokes with Philip in the kitchen before he leaves for work; staying late when Marina needs a lastminute sitter; and spending long days with Amabel, who is often treated more like a photo op than a child. But behind every
façade lurks a less attractive truth. When a young woman approaches Finn, claiming a connection with Philip and asking
Finn to pass on a message, Finn becomes caught up in a web of deceit with the senate seat at its center. And Finn isn’t
exactly innocent herself: she too has a background she has kept hidden, and under the hot Phoenix sun, everything is about
to be laid bare. . . .

Another Forgotten Child
The true story of a 6-year-old boy with a dreadful secret.

Looking Glass Girl
The Sunday Times and New York Times Bestseller. Although Jodie is only eight years old, she is violent, aggressive, and has
already been through numerous foster families. Her last hope is Cathy Glass

Innocent: The True Story of Siblings Struggling to Survive
From the author of Sunday Times and New York Times bestseller Damaged, the gripping story of a woman caught in a
horrific cycle of abuse - and the desperate lengths she must go to, to escape.
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Jackie's Girl
Number 1 bestselling author, Cathy Glass, shares her experience and expertise gained across 25 years as a foster carer in
this brilliantly practical self-help guide for adults.

The Child Bride
How do you teach a mother to love her child, when she's still a child herself? Jeanie Doyle nurtures, teaches and cares for
young and dysfunctional mums, showing them how to care for their newborn babies, sometimes even taking the mother
into foster care before the baby is born. The first in a brand-new series of books by the "foster super-gran", Wicked Girl is
the shocking true story of the very first case Jeanie dealt with: a baby girl who was found abandoned on the steps of a
church just before Christmas. While the 14-year-old mother was tracked down, Jeanie took her little daughter into her own
care. But while she tried to help the two of them heal and bond, the terrible truth about the baby's father was revealed A
twist on the standard Cathy Glass books, Wicked Girl offers Jeanie's rare perspective of fostering young women alongside
their babies. Will mother and daughter be reunited for good, or will the vulnerable young mother make the heartbreaking
decision that they are both better off apart?

The Girl in the Mirror
The fifteenth fostering memoir by Cathy Glass. Danny was petrified and clung to me in desperation as I carried him to my
car. Trapped in his own dark world, he couldn't understand why his parents no longer loved or wanted him, and were
sending him away.

The Night the Angels Came
From the Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author of ‘Damaged’ comes the poignant and shocking memoir of
Cathy’s recent relationship with Tayo, a young boy she fosters whose good behaviour and polite manners hide a terrible
past.

Little Girl In The Mirror
A heartrending, gripping novel about two sisters in Belle Époque Paris and the young woman forever immortalized as muse
for Edgar Degas’ Little Dancer Aged Fourteen. 1878 Paris. Following their father’s sudden death, the van Goethem sisters
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find their lives upended. Without his wages, and with the small amount their laundress mother earns disappearing into the
absinthe bottle, eviction from their lodgings seems imminent. With few options for work, Marie is dispatched to the Paris
Opéra, where for a scant seventeen francs a week, she will be trained to enter the famous ballet. Her older sister,
Antoinette, finds work as an extra in a stage adaptation of Émile Zola’s naturalist masterpiece L’Assommoir. Marie throws
herself into dance and is soon modeling in the studio of Edgar Degas, where her image will forever be immortalized as Little
Dancer Aged Fourteen. There she meets a wealthy male patron of the ballet, but might the assistance he offers come with
strings attached? Meanwhile Antoinette, derailed by her love for the dangerous Émile Abadie, must choose between honest
labor and the more profitable avenues open to a young woman of the Parisian demimonde. Set at a moment of profound
artistic, cultural, and societal change, The Painted Girls is a tale of two remarkable sisters rendered uniquely vulnerable to
the darker impulses of “civilized society.” In the end, each will come to realize that her salvation, if not survival, lies with
the other. From the Hardcover edition.

Happy Kids
Celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the enduring gothic masterpiece Flowers in the Attic—the unforgettable forbidden love
story that earned V.C. Andrews a fiercely devoted fan base and became an international cult classic. At the top of the stairs
there are four secrets hidden—blond, innocent, and fighting for their lives… They were a perfect and beautiful family—until
a heartbreaking tragedy shattered their happiness. Now, for the sake of an inheritance that will ensure their future, the
children must be hidden away out of sight, as if they never existed. They are kept in the attic of their grandmother’s
labyrinthine mansion, isolated and alone. As the visits from their seemingly unconcerned mother slowly dwindle, the four
children grow ever closer and depend upon one another to survive both this cramped world and their cruel grandmother. A
suspenseful and thrilling tale of family, greed, murder, and forbidden love, Flowers in the Attic is the unputdownable first
novel of the epic Dollanganger family saga. The Dollanganger series includes: Flowers in the Attic, Petals in the Wind, If
There Be Thorns, Seeds of Yesterday, Garden of Shadows, Beneath the Attic, and Out of the Attic.

The Girl in the Mirror
The Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author of Damaged tells the true story of Donna, who came into foster
care aged ten, having been abused, victimised and rejected by her family.

The Silent Cry
A new memoir from Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author Cathy Glass. When Cathy receives a call about a
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terminally ill widower terrified of leaving his son all alone in the world, she is wracked with sadness and indecision. Can she
risk exposing her own young children to a little boy on the brink of bereavement?

Run, Mummy, Run
Parenting.

The Last Act of Love
Instant International Bestseller "Ferociously entertaining. A novel like a triathlon: part evil-twin thriller, part howdunit (or didshe-do-it?), part juicy family drama. Drop Knives Out and Double Indemnity into the blender, shake some Dead Calm over
the froth, power it on, and you’ve got a cocktail like The Girl in the Mirror—fresh, flavorful, and utterly intoxicating." —AJ
Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window Written with the chilling, twisty suspense of The
Wife Between Us and Something in the Water, a seductive debut thriller about greed, lust, secrets, and deadly lies involving
identical twin sisters. Twin sisters Iris and Summer are startlingly alike, but beyond what the eye can see lies a darkness
that sets them apart. Cynical and insecure, Iris has long been envious of Summer’s seemingly never-ending good fortune,
including her perfect husband Adam. Called to Thailand to help her sister sail the family yacht to the Seychelles, Iris
nurtures her own secret hopes for what might happen on the journey. But when she unexpectedly finds herself alone in the
middle of the Indian Ocean, everything changes. When she makes it to land, Iris allows herself to be swept up by Adam,
who assumes that she is Summer. Iris recklessly goes along with his mistake. Not only does she finally have the golden life
she’s always envied, with her sister gone, she’s one step closer to the hundred-million-dollar inheritance left by her
manipulative father. All Iris has to do is be the first of his seven children to produce an heir. Iris’s “new” life lurches between
glamorous dream and paranoid nightmare. On the edge of being exposed, how far will she go to ensure no one discovers
the truth? And just what did happen to Summer on that yacht? Only Iris knows . . .

Too Scared to Tell: Abused and alone, Oskar has no one. A true story.
‘I’m going to love my baby and give her lots of attention,’ Jade said. ‘I’ll show my mum she’s wrong.’ Jade, 17, is pregnant,
homeless and alone when she’s brought to live with Cathy. Jade is desperate to keep her baby, but little more than a child
herself, she struggles with the responsibilities her daughter brings.

Saving Danny
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The second novel, and first quick read title, from Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author Cathy Glass. My
Dad's a Policeman is a dramatic and engaging story of a young boy with an alcoholic mother. Lonely, bullied and desperate
for a life of happiness and security he tells everyone he meets his dad's a policeman.

The Saddest Girl in the World
Tayo has been brought to Cathy by the police, but he is polite and very well spoken, and not at all like the children she
normally fosters. The social worker gives Cathy the forms which should contain Tayo's history, but apart from his name and
age, it is blank. Tayo has no past. Kidnapped from his loving father in Nigeria and brought illegally to the UK by his drugs
dependent prostitute mother, he has been put to work in a sweat shop. When he sustains an injury and is no longer
earning, he is cast out. Tayo's social worker searches all computer databases but there is no record of Tayo - he has hardly
attended school and has never seen a doctor. He and his mother have been evading the authorities by living 'underground'.
With his mother recently released from prison, Tayo is desperate to live with his father in Nigeria, but no one can track him
down or even prove that he exists

A Baby’s Cry
Cathy Glass, international bestselling author, tells the shocking story of Zeena, a young Asian girl desperate to escape from
her family.

My Dad’s a Policeman
Little Cathy Barron loved living with her Grandmother on Cape Breton Island. Every summer her Mother would step off the
train from Ontario in her fancy outfit and her red lipstick and visit with her daughter for two weeks. In the summer of 1955,
her Mother demanded to take Cathy back to Ontario to live with her for good. Cathy reluctantly said good bye to the only
life she ever knew. She was promised a new and exciting life full of love and happiness, but what Cathy got was the exact
opposite. The only way to survive in her new empty world was to draw strength from her only friend, the little girl in the
mirror Based on a true story, Tara Mondou artistically recreates the heartbreaking roller coaster recount of her mother's
early childhood.

A Long Way from Home
They grew up side by side—but he lived in the mansion, she in the servants’ cottages… James Rocchi has always had it all:
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money, good-looks and perhaps too much charm—his killer smile ensures there is never a shortage of sophisticated
beauties willing to grace his bed. Yet not once has his appraising glance fallen on Jennifer, the plain girl from next door…
Until a spell in Paris transforms Jennifer into a stylish woman with tempting curves… Now she is firmly in his sights! So when
James offers her a job it’s clear there’s more than just business on his agenda!

Wicked Girl
A new memoir from Sunday Times and New York Times bestselling author Cathy Glass, now with an exclusive preview of
Cathy’s inspiring new title, Please Don’t Take My Baby, coming out on April 25th.

The Painted Girls
Innocent is the shocking true story of little Molly and Kit, siblings, aged 3 years and 18 months, who are brought into care
as an emergency after suffering non-accidental injuries.

Bound
'It happened so quickly I was falling, falling, falling into the darkness.' Alice nearly didn't go to the sleepover. Why would
Savvy, queen of the school, invite someone like her? Now Alice is lying unconscious in a hospital bed. Lost in a wonderland
of dreams and half-formed memories, she's surrounded by voices? the doctor, her worried friends and Luke, whose kisses
the night of the fall took her by surprise When the accident happened, her world vanished? can Alice ever find her way
back? A wonderful modern-day reimagining of Lewis Carroll's timeless classic.

Damaged: The Heartbreaking True Story of a Forgotten Child
You only get one chance to live your life as a child, but Lily was never given that chance; her childhood was taken from her
before it ever begun. From the age of four, when she was first sexually abused, her life changed forever; when she walked
through the institution’s doors in Ireland, her life continued along the same path that has destroyed her soul. Her emotional
pain is as strong today as it was the day it began and will never leave her alone.“When I go to sleep it’s in my head and
when I wake up I can see it in the mirror and I am only waiting to die.” A child abuse story that will stay with you forever
and one that you will talk about for many years to come, The Girl Nobody Wants is a harrowing true story that will appeal to
fans of biographies and fans of Jodi Picoult. It has been compared to Dave Pelzer’s A Child Called It, Damaged by Cathy
Glass and The Kid by Kevin Lewis.
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